
All images Â© Danielle Clough, shared with permissionThrough thickly layered thread, Cape Town-based artist Danielle Clough (previously) conveys joy, positivity, and moments of pure delight, themes she discusses
inÂ a new interview supported by Colossal Members. Clough positions herself in the worlds of both fiber-based craft and art by embroidering intimate portraits of pop culture icons and vivid floral works on found objects.
Each piece is stitched in vibrant and bold hues that exaggerate existing tones or provide a playful interpretation of the subject.I love the space I get to occupy as an embroiderer, which is between a crafter and an artist.
Whether Iâ€™m seen by somebody else as a crafter or as an artist, itâ€™s really none of my business. I love that space because it gives me room to create without necessarily having to evoke meaning.In the interview,
Clough spoke with managing editor Grace Ebert about her resilient optimism, the creative paths she pursued prior to embroidery, and the incredibly rich history of her chosen medium.&nbsp;Image via Utah Department of
Public SafetyThe Utah Department of Public Safety has put itself to the fullest possible use by not only counting bighorn sheep roaming the region but also discovering an unusual fixture jutting out from the rocky
landscape. Last week, state employees stumbled upon a nearly 12-foot-tall silver monolith while flying overhead. Mimicking the inexplicable structure in the opening scene of Stanley Kubrick&#8217;s 1968 film 2001: A
Space Odyssey, the lustrous object appears to be made of metal and is located in an undisclosed area.In a statement about the discovery, the department offered a reminder to the mysterious entity responsible for the
monolith:Â It is illegal to install structures or art without authorization on federally managed public lands, no matter what planet youâ€™re from.As of Tuesday morning, itâ€™s still unknown who created the structure,
although internet sleuths who located the object on Google Earth suggest it may have been in existence for more than five years. The department is urging folks not to attempt to locate the monolith following a California
woman&#8217;s disappearance for nearly two weeks at Zion National Park.&nbsp;ï»¿Right: â€œEagle Poseâ€• (Yoga Parakeet) (2016), stoneware and mixed media, 12 x 6 x 13 inches. All images of Alessandro Gallo,
shared with permissionFrom a dowdy California quail to an incendiary horned lizard, Alessandro Galloâ€™s peculiar menagerie of animal-human hybrids is teeming with personality. The colorful characters reflect the
breadth of interactions occurring every day throughout public spaces as folks encounter others unlike themselves, like a parakeet contorted into a yoga pose or a suit-wearing hooded merganser.Based in Helena,
Montana, the Italian artist likens the animalistic features to a mask or caricature. I combine it with the silent language of our body and the cultural codes of what we wear in order to portray not only a specific individual, but
also the larger groups and subcultures they belong to and, ultimately, the common habitat we all share, he says.Generally spanning one to two feet tall, the anthropomorphic sculptures are modeled after a meticulously
rendered reference image complete with distinct choices on posture, clothing, and facial expression. Gallo creates an armature from plumber&#8217;s piping before hand-building the clay figures. As they dry, he carves in
minute details and adds color with acrylic paints.Gallo&#8217;s creatures are included in Intersect Chicago 2020, which runs through December 5. Based in Helena, he&#8217;s currently an Archie Bray Foundation
resident, and you can find details about his process and works-in-progress on Instagram.&nbsp;Evening empire (2019), ceramics and mixed media, 15 x 15 x 12 inchesDetail of I will not burn bridges (2020), stoneware
and mixed media, 23 x 10 x 10 inchesJack of Spades (2019)â€œI Donâ€™t Want to Grow Upâ€• (Jonathan bearded dragon)(2016), stoneware and mixed media, 18 x 6 x 6 inchesI will not burn bridges (2020), stoneware
and mixed media, 23 x 10 x 10 inchesLost in Thought (2017) in collaboration with Beth CavenerWe Are Not Who We Seem (2016) in collaboration with Beth Cavenerï»¿Directed and animated by Istanbul-based GÃ¶kalp
GÃ¶nen, a camouflaged cast grooves to Ilhan Ersahinâ€™s jazzy new track, â€œHurri-Mitanni (Good News), in a mesmerizing series of transformations. The anonymous characters don amorphous, animated costumes
as they dance throughout the streets and in empty pockets of the city, morphing from a floral ensemble to an oversized figure covered in kaleidoscopic spirals to another trapped in string.Keep up with GÃ¶nen&#8217;s
lively projects on Vimeo and Instagram. You also might enjoy this hypnotic animation by Universal Everything.&nbsp;Hippy Betsoebe, resin, recycled objects, and paint.Â All images Â© TomÃ s BarcelÃ³, shared with
permissionSpotted with corroded patches, TomÃ s BarcelÃ³â€™s sculptures fuse classical antiquity and retro-futurism. The Cala Millor, Mallorca-based artist casts steampunk-style figures from resin and recycled objects
that resemble ancient art while evoking otherworldly relics of an alternate reality.BarcelÃ³ sculpts the polychromatic artworks with a narrative and identity in mind, considering the way each will interact with others. He
expands on the idea in a recent interview:I believe that sculpture is the art of presence&#8230; Sculpture shares space and time with the viewer, and that is what makes it so powerful. Thatâ€™s why I donâ€™t try so
much to tell stories as I try to create powerful presences, each in its own way. The fact that a small robot girl looks at you more intensely than you look at her, is fascinating to me.Despite having created sculptures of clay,
LEGO, and cardboard since childhood, BarcelÃ³ fully immersed himself in the art world in 2014 after working for years as a high-school teacher. Throughout the 20 years leading up to his current practice, BarcelÃ³ has
realized the potential of juxtaposing traditional and fantastic elements. For too long, I was focused only on the language of sculpture, and I forgot the content, he says. As if, to make a classical sculpture, I could only make
naked figures; or if I wanted to make something of Egyptian-style, I had to make writings, and so on.BarcelÃ³ lists available pieces on Etsy, and you can find more of his figurative sculptures on Instagram.&nbsp;Happy
KAL-IX, sculpted in clay and plaster, cast in resin and details added with epoxy and recycled objects, painted with shellac, acrylics, and metallic paintHappy KAL-IX, sculpted in clay and plaster, cast in resin and details
added with epoxy and recycled objects, painted with shellac, acrylics, and metallic paintWINNA-T, resinWINNA-T, resinHippy Betsoebe, resin, recycled objects, and paintKek Betsoebe, wall sculpture in resin, painted with
shellac, acrylics, and metallic paintKek Betsoebe, wall sculpture in resin, painted with shellac, acrylics, and metallic paintSilent Incantation II (2020), oil on canvas over panel, 38 x 33 inches. All images Â© Kajahl, shared
with permissionThrough his meticulously rendered portraits, Santa Cruz-born artist Kajahl subverts the tradition of Blackamoorâ€”a highly stylized European aesthetic that visualized people of color, particularly African
men, in exoticized forms and subservient rolesâ€”by instead depicting Black subjects in valorized positions. Part of a series titled Royal Specter, the vivid paintings center alchemists, scholars, astronomers, and various
intellectual figures within grandiose and luxurious settings.While the artist&#8217;s works evoke the racist sculpture and decorative pieces of Blackamoor, they remove the historical context and alter the original narrative
through anachronistic details. Each oil painting is layered with imagined elements, from the inaccuracies of the source material to Kajahl&#8217;s portrayals of fictional characters. My fantasy is gazing back at their
fantasy. I am their fantasy and they are mine&#8230; I am the specter of their imagination, he says.Kajahl&#8217;s work currently is on view at Chicago&#8217;s Monique Meloche Gallery through December 19. You can
keep up with his historically subversive projects on Instagram.&nbsp;Alchemist (2020), oil on canvas over panel, 36 x 48 inchesLeft: Huntress Eclipse (2020), oil on canvas over panel, 60 x 48 inches. Right: Tigress
Guardian In Palmtree Oasis (2020), oil on canvas over panel, 60 x 48 inchesStar Gazer In Solitude (2020), oil on canvas over panel, 72 x 54 inchesHuntress In Oasis (Astride A Crocodile) (2020), oil on canvas, 66 x 84
inchesLeft: Moment of Contemplation (Scholar) ( 2020), oil on canvas over panel, 48 x 36 inches. Right: Oracle (Holding Mirror) (2020), oil on canvas over panel, 48 x 36 inchesSilent Incantation I (2020), oil on canvas
over panel, 38 x 33 inchesOracle Snake In Globe (2020), oil on linen over panel, 48 x 36 inchesArgentinian artist Tamara Djurovic, who worked under the name Hyuro, died Thursday at her home in Valencia. Known for
imbuing her works with sincerity, the artist utilized her large-scale pieces to capture the complexity of human emotion. Her style was distinct and subdued, and her process was informed by her concerns and questions
about the world, a process she spoke of at length previously on Colossal.During her life, Djurovic made significant strides in the international mural community that is largely male-dominated. She completed projects
across Europe, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, the United States, Morocco, and Tunisia, many of which you can see on her site and Instagram.&nbsp;&nbsp;All images courtesy of Shy Studio, shared with permissionFrom
tessellations to spirals and symmetry, the Cologne-based duo behind Shy Studio has been reproducing the mesmerizing patterns of the natural world through a series of lifelike botanics. Artificial Bloom is an ongoing
project byÂ Misha Shyukin and Hannes Hummel that features still-life florals and animated clips of petals slowly unfurling.The digital renderings showcase the complexity of organic structures while also highlighting the
fractals and endless intricacies inherent to nature&#8217;s designs. We are only two artists, and when one of us had some spare time, we would pick a flower or plant from our Pinterest board as a base and start
developing our own artistic interpretation of it, Shyukin shares with Colossal. It was fascinating to find that a lot of floral and plant structures follow certain mathematical rules, which we could replicate and apply to our own
structures.Digital skeletons, various stages of progress, and the complete florals are available for perusal on Behance, where you also can follow Shyukin and Hummelâ€™s additions to the growing collection.&nbsp;1966
Allen&#8217;s Creek, Indiana. All images Â© Scott Reinhard, shared with permissionBy day, Scott Reinhard designs graphics for The New York Times. Recently, he created a United States map detailing where
city-dwellers fled during the pandemic and another showing how the Pantanal wetland in Brazil has transformed into a massive inferno. Incorporating an ever-growing swath of data, his daily tasks are connected to the
fluctuations of news cycles.But in his off-hours, the Brooklyn-based designer takes a broader look at the state of the nation. He merges vintage maps and contemporary elevation data, creating stunning digital works that
flatten the differences of time and space into hybrid objects. While his graphics for The Times are rooted in the ever-changing present, his personal work is nestled within historical contexts.&nbsp;1962 Demotte
ParkReinhard&#8217;s interest in data and map-generation grew while he was pursuing a master&#8217;s degree in graphic design at North Carolina State University, particularly during an introductory course centered
around geographic information systems. I basically became aware of all these cartography tools that I had no idea about. Because I wasn&#8217;t coming from that background, I was free to play around&#8230; and
approach visualizing geographic data in new and interesting ways, he says.That experimental period spurred Reinhard&#8217;s ideas of fusing historical maps and contemporary land elevations, and he began exploring
filtering, a cartographic method that calculates a theoretical sun and provides data about corresponding landscapes. It&#8217;s pretty crude, but it really fascinated me that from a flat, black-and-
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